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celebrating 80 years
WITH QUALITY ARCHITECTURAL IRONMONGERY AT THE HEART OF ITS BRAND, M MARCUS IS
NOW PREPARING TO CELEBRATE 80 WONDERFUL YEARS OF DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP

2020 marks the 80th anniversary of M Marcus,
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surfaces of these knobs and pulls provide
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of architectural and electrical brassware.

aesthetic impact as well as a tactile element to
the touch points of the kitchens. The striking Solid

To commemorate its origins and history, the

Bronze range also sees an expansion with new

company will be launching several new ranges

shapes and designs in the Bronze and White

across its door hardware, cabinet hardware and

Bronze finish. The signature rustic, aged texture

electrical collections.

of this range is created through the use of a sand

The 2020 Cabinet Fittings Collection, the first

mould in the casting process.

launch to be unveiled, considerably enlarges

M Marcus’s Cabinet Hardware Collection now

the brand’s cabinet hardware proposal. With

consists of over 100 designs of knobs and pulls

new manufacturing and finishing techniques the

available in 19 unique finishes.

company has been able to reinvent its range

Originating in 1940 in the East End of London,

of designs, textures and finishes to provide

the family run business moved its premises to

homeowners, designers and architects with

Dudley in the 1980s with the founder’s two sons,

extensive choice and flexibility to suit their

Narendra and Pankaj, taking over as company

preferences.

directors. From conception to current day,

Narendra Karnani, Managing Director of M

M Marcus has focused on creating innovative

Marcus, explains, “With the move towards open

designs whilst upholding their core values of

plan living, kitchens are increasingly becoming

excellent customer service and quality products.

the social hub of the home. Our new finishes and

This ethos has enabled the company to expand

textures will enable designers to consider cabinet

and establish an international presence with the

knobs and pulls as an integral part of the décor.”

birth of its partner companies; Ashley Norton

Notable additions to the cabinet hardware

and Heritage Brass LLC in the USA and UAE

collection include the Knurled, Reeded and Fossil

respectively.
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